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About This Game

Real Warfare 2: Northern Crusades is the next installment in this series of realistic real-time strategy games covering various
periods in the development of the present day civilization – from the Middle Ages to today. This new title helps players witness

the key events in the history of the Teutonic Order in 13th century, namely conquering the pagan Prussia. All battles form a
single storyline campaign. The player will act as a Komtur of the Teutonic Order as they relive the battles of the crusaders,

regardless of the low manpower of the Order and the strong resistance of the heathens.
The project perfectly comprises two types of gameplay and owing to that the objectives of the Komtur are not simply limited to
participation in battles. The strategic map involves the gamer into a colorful and integral world and allows them to travel around
the map in the real time. The mode features full freedom of movement, dialogues with locals, RPG elements, quest system and

much more. However, sooner or later, the players will have no other choice other than engage their faithful warriors into a
battle. And this could be a combat with other armies, large-scale sieges of towns and castles, using various special assault

weaponry and tools and fight right on top the walls and fortifications.

Key features:

RPG system. Troops gain experience throughout the campaign and carry it over from battle to battle.

Combat system. A unique combat system, dependent on up to 80 game factors. Moral component of the combat system
evaluates the battlefield situation every second to bring the simulation of combat behavior for the “living” warriors as
close to reality as possible.
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Unprecedented scale. Real Warfare 2: Northern Crusades features not only really large-scale battles with more than
10,000 warriors engaged, but impressive and unprecedentedly vast actions during the siege and defense of towns and
castles, using various special assault weaponry and tools and fight right on top the walls and fortifications.

Freedom of actions. Variable modifiers consider the environment a unit is battling in and make the game tactically
versatile.

Two gameplay modes. The game now features a strategic map, where the player can travel around the world and interact
with various characters; however the battles will be carried out in the well-known tactical mode.

Network game. Apart from the storyline campaign the game features several diverse multiplayer modes. From 2 up to 6
gamers can participate in a battle at a dedicated Internet server. The results are stored in online Hall of Fame.

State-of-the-art graphics. Graphics engine used in the game provide for the highest level of details. Historically correct
armor and weaponry, realistic animation and battle scenes, which correspond to the specific period – Real Warfare 2:
Northern Crusades depicts the 13th century in great details.
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Title: Real Warfare 2: Northern Crusades
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Unicorn Games Studio
Publisher:
1C Entertainment
Franchise:
Real Warfare
Release Date: 18 Nov, 2011

 b4d347fde0 

Operating system: Microsoft® Windows® XP SP2 / Vista / 7

Processor: Intel® Pentium 2,0 GHz/AMD 2000+

Memory: 512 MB

Hard disk space: 3 Gb free hard disk space

Video: GeForce 7300/Radeon 9200 or better

Sound: DirectX® compatible

DirectX®: DirectX® 9.0c

Internet Multiplayer requires at least 128 Kb/s connection speed.

English,Russian,Italian
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Fun time killing game.. I was able to preview this game before it officially came out on Steam. It's fun and educational for little
kids--teaches things like colors, letters, etc. I like that the mouse is nice and big because sometimes my daughter loses the mouse
when she's trying to use the computer and it's easy for her to navigate around and click stuff. Lots of fun games to pick from
good animations and sound effects.

Plus, it's not annoying like lots of other little kid games. This is amazing, I can't wait to see what the community comes up with
in modding regards. This game never stops surprising me with it's detail and vast story telling. The developers of the Sphinx and
the Cursed Mummy remastered did such a great job.. Hard strategy game. You cannot win, unless you can figure the way to
London with no navy. Looked good but it deceiving
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I'm so in love with the Soundtrack
Oldschool Synthwave from Waveshaper, Carpenter Brut , Kn1ght, Scattle and The Toxic Avanger. Absolute unique, hardcore
and mysterious-providing-atmosphere songs by Lorn. Groovy electronics by Danger.
15\u20ac is way too much for 22 songs so i bought it in a sale. There are no Tracks missing, but an issue could be that some
certain layers arent inclued because the tracks were arranged for the physical release on Vinyl, so that for example for
"Waveshaper - Wisdom of Rage" the first minute was cut out (Full one here 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=HMbxcV8yez0 ) and the walking part of "Carpenter Brut - You're mine" is missing
(Walking part: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=vb70APVHprI ). Thats the little issue but this DLC is great, i love every
track. Except Scattle's tracks i would consider each a score of 8\/10 and most likely even higher.
You get the tracks in FLAC and MP3 Version including an album cover. I've only played this game for one day and already
have fallen in love with it! I really like this game and especially the taunts were one of the best parts of it. I would recommend
this game to anybody! One thing I believe they should do though is make a few more items unlockable without needing the full
version.. Quite fun to create your own aircrafts and cars, it's great for being creative and it is also great to test it out on a public
game. I found it to be a very great game for a while, you get bored after some time but it's still worth it.. Fact: You can
permanently kill enemies if you spam Spacebar near them and after that, they will press Disconnect.. don't buy this game. you
are forced to use a controller. and if you don't have one. it will waste you of 5 euro for a digital paper weight. ever sins last
update (a year ago) the game hasn't been able to play with a mouse and keyboard..... Minecraft meats Command & Conquer. Do
you like the old Command & Conquer games?! Then i think you will like this game. The only bad thing about this game is that
you can only play as Humans and Aliens, but the rest is awesome :). This game has given me so many great memories to share
with my kids. It is undoubtedly the best game I have ever played. In fact, I think it is a better game than the original Silent Hill.
See you at the game awards!!!!!. Story as always in these games is not really brilliant and somehow cringe-worthy, though less
than average I must admit. It follows old and known to everyone scheme "I'm evil and I kidnap your baby because evil plans" so
nothing special there. Although it doesn't treat you like an idiot so at least there's that.

Voice acting is meh (but it didn't make me mute the sound), animations sometimes are great and sometimes I'd rather close my
eyes and wait till it ends. Anyway, the puzzles are entertaining, even if ridiculously hard sometimes (pearls puzzle, I'm looking at
ya). There's plenty of hidden objects scenes and all of it overall makes sense (so you know what to look for and what to expect -
to some extent at least).

The Polish translation is well done and doesn't break the game/experience.

After terrible The Secret Order 2, this title seems to be really well crafted HOG in comparison. It still lies on 'Average' shelf
though.
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